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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a clothes dryer-press formed from a body (1) containing the clothes, provided with a front access door (3) for accessing
the inside and ending at the top in a grated dome (7) in which there is arranged a plurality of turbines (9) with their corresponding electric heating
resistance elements, such that said turbines (9) send hot air into the body (1) where the clothes (6) are hanging with the aid of hangers (5) and a
transverse rod (4), such that the air coming in through the gratings (8) of the dome (7) acts on the hanging clothes (6), causing them to dry, and
exits to the exterior through side conduits (11), specifically through the rear grating (13). To aid with the pressing there are straightening means for
the clothes formed by elastic bands which straighten different areas of the clothes from the lower area thereof, or weights are arranged, suitably
distributed among the clothes.
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